
The State of the Cosmological Tests
P. J. E. Peebles, Nice, 2004

Many decades of advances in cosmology have led to the present
demanding network of tests.

The results are in strikingly good agreement with the Friedmann-
Lemâıtre ΛCDM cosmology.

But there remains considerable room for improvement, perhaps
most notably in the dark sector. I will offer an example.
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Edwin Hubble and R. C. Tolman with a model for the 
Palomar 200 inch telescope, 1931 



General Expansion or Tired Light?

Hubble and Tolman discussed a test: in a static tired light cosmology
the relation between the surface brightness and redshift of a class of
identical galaxies is

i ∝ (1 + z)−1,

while the relativistic prediction is

i ∝ (1 + z)−4.

Tolman showed that homogeneous isotropic expansion preserves the
blackbody spectrum of a sea of thermal radiation. This is equivalent
to the Hubble-Tolman relation generalized to the spectral surface
brightness.





The Standard ΛCDM Cosmological Model

1. The physics of gravity and spacetime is general relativity
theory;

2. the observable universe is close to homogeneous and isotropic
in the large-scale average;

3. the stress-energy tensor is textbook physics in the visible
sector, and dark matter and dark energy – Einstein’s cos-
mological term or something that acts like it – in the dark
sector;

4. the universe has expanded from very high redshift;

5. the primeval departures from homogeneity are adiabatic,
Gaussian, scale-invariant and growing.



The Cosmological Parameters

The Robertson-Walker line element is

ds2 = dt2 − a(t)2
(

dx2

1 + x2/R2
+ x2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)

)
.

Hubble’s law is v = Hor, where Hubble’s constant is the present
value of ȧ/a. The Friedmann equation at low redshift is

(ȧ/a)2 = H2
o [Ωm(1 + z)3 + Ωk(1 + z)2 + ΩΛ],

where

1 + z =
λobserved

λemitted
=

a(tobserved)
a(temitted)

, Ωm + Ωk + ΩΛ = 1.
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for Ho = 200 km s−1 Mpc−1



The local Hubble flow: data from the infrared 
Tully-Fisher survey by Aaronson, Huchra, 
Mould, Tully, Fisher, et al. 1982 (Peebles 1988).
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Davis, Latham, Huchra & Tonry, 1982





Hawkins et al. (the 2dF GRS Team):

Ωm = 0.30± 0.08.

In redshift space, where the radial distance is
cz/Ho, peculiar relative velocities make the galaxy
two-point function anisotropic, a function of the
separations π and σ parallel and perpendicular
to the line of sight.





With virgocentric flow vv = 224±90 km s−1 within the Local Group
distance from the Virgo cluster (Bureau, Mould & Stavley-Smith
1996; see also Arronson, Huchra, Mould, Schechter & Tully 1982),
and density contrast δN/N = 2.2± 0.3,

Ωm = 0.20+0.22
−0.15,

if galaxies trace mass.



AN ESTIMATE OF Qm WITHOUT CONVENTIONAL PRIORS

H. Feldman,1,2 R. Juszkiewicz,3,4,5 P. Ferreira,6 M. Davis,7 E. Gaztañaga,8 J. Fry,9 A. Jaffe,10 S. Chambers,1

L. da Costa,11 M. Bernardi,12 R. Giovanelli,13 M. Haynes,13 and G. Wegner14
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Fig. 3.—Crosses @nd the @ssoci@ted error b@rs show the weighted me@n
p@irwise velocity, obt@ined by @ver@ging over four surveys. Individu@l survey
d@t@ points @re @lso shown; we h@ve suppressed their error b@rs for cl@rity.
These direct me@surements of @re comp@red to four curves, derivedv v (r)12 12

by @ssuming four different models of , plotted in Fig. 1. The l@bels identifyy(r)
best-fit @nd j8 p@r@meters.Qm



Feldman, Frieman, Fry, and Scoccimarro, 2001

The evidence from the two- and three-point
correlation functions is that galaxies are
useful mass tracers.
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IRAS galaxies – selected at 60 to 100 µ
– are moderately biased in the expected
direction: dusty galaxies avoid dense re-
gions. Optically selected galaxies are quite
good mass tracers: the 2dF survey yields
(Verde et al. 2002):

b1 = 1.04± 0.11, b2 = −0.054± 0.08.



The SDSS weak lensing measurement of the
mean galaxy surface mass density contrast
is (McKay et al. 2001)

Σ(< y)− Σ(y) = A(hy/1 Mpc)−α,

where

A = 2.5+0.7
−0.8 h m" pc−2, α = −0.8± 0.2

at projected radii

70 kpc <∼ y <∼ 1 Mpc.

This agrees with the galaxy autocorrelation
function shape and value if

Ωm(weak lensing) = 0.20+0.06
−0.05.



Weak Gravitational Lensing

If galaxies trace mass the variance of
the weak lensing shear averaged within
a window of size θ scales with the matter
density parameter as

σlens ∼ Ω0.75
m .

The measured shear (Refregier, Rhodes
& Groth 2002, in the HST WFPC2 Groth
Strip, and references therein) indicates

Ωm = (0.27± 0.08)σ−1.7
8
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Robert  Knop and the Supernova Cosmology Project team,  ApJ, 598, 102, 2003 
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Will Percival, 2004: the 2dF GRS gives

Ωm = 0.23± 0.03

for h = 0.7.

(1990)



The Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect:

δT

T
= −

∫
∂φ

∂xα
dxα.

where ∇2φ = 4πGa(t)2δρ. In the Einstein-
de Sitter model the mass density contrast in

 Boughn \& Crittenden 2004

linear perturbation theory varies as δρ/ρ ∝
t2/3 ∝ a(t), so the potential φ ∼ Gδρ(ax)2 is
independent of time. In a low density model
φ varies with time, so the integral gets a con-
tribution from low redshift, and the CBR
angular distribution is correlated with the
mass distribution at low redshift.

VOLUME 76, NUMBER 4 PHY S I CA L REV I EW LE T T ER S 22 JANUARY 1996

Looking for @ Cosmologic@l Const@nt with the Rees-Sci@m@ Effect

Robert G. Crittenden @nd Neil Turok
Joseph Henry L@bor@tory, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544



Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 335, 256–266 (2002)

Chandra observations of RX J1347.5−1145: the distribution
of mass in the most X-ray-luminous galaxy cluster known

S. W. Allen,! R. W. Schmidt and A. C. Fabian
Institute of Astronomy, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HA

Figure 8. A comparison of the projected surface mass density contrast determined from the Chandra X-ray data (Section 5) with the weak lensing results of
Fischer & Tyson (1997 solid triangles) and the strong lensing result from Section 6.2 (grey circle). The best-fitting NFW X-ray mass model for the relaxed
regions of the cluster and 1σ confidence limits (the maximum and minimum values at each radius for all NFW models within the 68 per cent confidence contour
shown in Fig. 6) are shown as the dotted and full curves, respectively. The strong lensing point is marked with a grey circle. Note that the strong lensing point
should lie above the X-ray results, which exclude the regions of the cluster affected by the second mass clump. We adopt rmax = 2.72 Mpc as in Fischer &
Tyson (1997).



(1993)

Steve Allen et al.,  astro-ph/0405340

Because rich clusters of galaxies have a
large escape velocity one might expect
they contain a fair sample of baryonic
and dark matter,

fbaryon =
Mbaryon

Mtotal
! Ωbaryon

Ωm
.

Ωbaryon is well constrained by light ele-
ment abundances.

Chandra X-ray observations (Allen et al.
2004) indicate fplasma = 0.117. With
fstars = 0.16fplasma, and a modest 20%
fudge factor for loss of baryons during
cluster assembly (from numerical simu-
lations),

Ωm = 0.26± 0.04



FIG. 2.—Observed vs. model cluster abundance as a function of redshift for
clusters with mass M(!Rcom ! 1.5 h"1 Mpc) " 5.5 # 1014 h"1 MJ. The ob-
served abundances at z 1 0 are from Bahcall & Cen (1993), Mazure et al.
(1996), and Henry & Arnaud (1991). The data at z1 0.27 and 0.45 are from the
CNOC survey (Carlberg et al. 1997), and the data at z 1 0.7 are from Luppino
& Gioia (1995). The different symbols represent the observed number densities
for $ ! 1 ( filled circles), $ ! 0.35, % ! 0 (open circles), and $ ! 0.4, % ! 0.6
(triangles).

Within the standard cosmology we have two
free parameters, Ωm and the bias b1 of the
clustering of galaxies relative to mass, to fit
two constraints, the abundance of rich clus-
ters at low redshift and at z ∼ 1.

Bahcall & Bode (2003) find

Ωm = 0.17± 0.05, b1 = 1.0± 0.1,

at one standard deviation and h = 0.72.

The Number Density of Rich Clusters of Galaxies

CONSTRAINING ! WITH CLUSTER EVOLUTION

NETA A. BAHCALL, XIAOHUI FAN, AND RENYUE CEN
Princeton University Observatory, Peyton Hall, Princeton, NJ 08544-1001;

neta@astro.princeton.edu, fan@astro.princeton.edu, cen@astro.princeton.edu
Received 1997 March 19; accepted 1997 June 3



Mass Density Measurementsa

peculiar velocities Ωm

rms relative velocity, 30 kpc <∼ hr <∼ 300 kpc 0.20e±0.4

redshift space anisotropy 10 Mpc <∼ hr <∼ 30 Mpc 0.30± 0.08
numerical action 1 Mpc <∼ hr <∼ 30 Mpc 0.17± 0.10
virgocentric flow hr ∼ 10 Mpc 0.20+0.22

−0.15

mean relative velocities 10 Mpc <∼ hr <∼ 20 Mpc 0.30+0.17
−0.07

weak gravitational lensing: galaxy-mass 0.20+0.06
−0.05

mass-mass 0.27± 0.08
SNeIa redshift-magnitude relation 0.29+0.05

−0.03

shape of the mass fluctuation power spectrum 0.23± 0.02
integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect ∼ 0.3
cluster baryon mass fraction 0.26± 0.04
cluster mass function as a function of redshift 0.17± 0.05

afor h = 0.7 and σ8 = 1.
This is not precision cosmology: the constraint is 0.15 < Ωm < 0.3,
and the assumption galaxies trace mass has to be crude. But we do
have a good case that it is accurate cosmology, that is, the constraint
is believable.



FIG. 2.ÈMap of ORS galaxies in a slice in redshift space. The normal to
the slice points in the direction of the Virgo Cluster, from the opposite side
of the Milky Way. Filled squares are elliptical galaxies, open squares are S0
galaxies, crosses are SaÈSc galaxies, plus signs are later spiral types, and
Ðlled circles are dwarfs and irregulars.

Mathis & White, MNRAS  337, 2002

The Void Phenomenon



Carignan & Purton, 1998

p
However, looking in Nearby GalaxiesTullyÏs (1988)
Catalog, the nearest neighbors are NGC 4826 and UGC
7698, both at more than 350 kpc away, which allows us to
consider that DDO 154 is a fairly well isolated system.
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FIG. 3.ÈTotal H I map superposed on the optical for the combined VLA ] DRAO data. The contours are 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 ] 1020 cm~2. The circular
beam size is 1@

DDO 154 = NGC 4789A
SGL = 90◦, SGB = 7◦
distance = 3.2 Mpc
1 arc min ! 1 kpc



Physics in the Dark Sector

Since the dark and visible sectors interact largely, or maybe
totally, through gravity, which is a blunt probe, how can we
be sure physics in the dark sector is not more complicated
than the standard ΛCDM cosmology?

If the dark sector physics differs from ΛCDM enough to
matter the signature will be anomalies — by definition.

There are anomalies; the challenge is to decide whether
they are real or only apparent.



A possibly interesting generalization of the ΛCDM model adds a
long-range scalar dark matter interaction. This has a long history.

Nordström’s (1913) scalar gravity theory for point-like particles
with mass m = κφ can be written as the action

S =
∫

d4xφ,iφ
,i/2−

∑ ∫
κφds .

The field equation, φ,i
,i + κn = 0 for nonrelativistic particles, re-

quires n̄ = 0, but this was before Einstein’s cosmological principle.

In the 1950s and 1960s Jordan, Dicke and others applied a variant
of this action to a scalar-tensor gravity theory.

I think Damour, Gibbons & Gundlach (1990) were the first to note
that the tight constraints in the visible sector allow a substantial
role for a scalar interaction in the dark sector.



Other recent discussions of long-range scalar interactions in
the dark and/or visible sectors include Casas, Garcia-Bellido
& Quiros (1992); Damour & Polyakov (1994); Wetterich
(1995); Anderson & Carroll (1997); Bean (2001); Amen-
dola (2000); Amendola & Tocchini-Valentini (2002); França
& Rosenfeld (2002); Damour, Piazza & Veneziano (2002);
Comelli, Pietroni & Riotto (2003); and Amendola, Gasperini
& Piazza (2004).

The variant to be considered here is based on work with
Glennys Farrar and Steve Gubser in astro-ph/0307316, hep-
th/0402225 & hep-th/0407097.

The point that is new — though there are earlier analogues
— and maybe essential is that a “charge neutrality” can
eliminate the scalar force on scales larger than nonlinear
clustering, so the cosmological tests are largely unaffected.



Superstring theorists nowadays are much taken with scalar fields,
but question whether any can avoid acquiring a mass that is unac-
ceptable for our purpose. Gubser, in hep-th/0407097, argues why
this need not be a showstopper.

Superstring scenarios suggest we consider a Lagrangian density
for the dark matter that looks like

L = φ,iφ
,i/2 + iΨ̄+γ∂Ψ+ + iΨ̄−γ∂Ψ−+

−moe
β+φ/mplΨ̄+Ψ+ −moe

−β−φ/mplΨ̄−Ψ− .

In the limit of small de Broglie and Compton wavelengths, and
assuming φ is held close to the minimum of its potential, which we
can shift to φ ≡ 0, the action is a generalization of the Nordström
form,

S =
∫ √−g d4xφ,iφ

,i/2−
∑

a

∫
(m++y+φ)dsa−

∑
b

∫
(m−−y−φ)dsb.



In Minkowski spacetime the field equation is

∇2φ− φ̈ = y+〈√1− v2
+〉n+("r, t)− y−〈√1− v2−〉n−("x, t).

I think 〈φ〉 moves masses and hence velocities so that the spatial mean
of the rhs vanishes; but 〈φ〉 is stabilized as well by the curvature of
the potential in the exponential model.

In the quasi-static limit the field equation and force law are

∇2φ = y+n+("x, t)− y−n−("x, t), "f = −∇ma = ∓y±∇φ.

This is electrostatics, but with the opposite sign. The sum of the
gravitational and scalar force between dark matter particles is

F++ = −Gm2
+

r2

(
1 +

y2
+

4πGm2
+

)
,

F+− = −Gm+m−
r2

(
1− y+y−

4πGm+m−

)
,

F−− = −Gm2−
r2

(
1 +

y2−
4πGm2−

)
.



Emptying Voids
Suppose there are two dark matter species, with y+ = y− = y and
n+ = n−, and

m+ ! m− ,
y2

4πGm2
+

∼ 1 .

Since we want ρbaryons # ρ+, in linear perturbation theory the
density contrasts δ = δn/n̄ satisfy

∂2δ+

∂t2
+ 2

ȧ

a

∂δ+

∂t
= 4πGρ̄

[
δ+ +

y2

4πGm2
+

(δ+ − δ−)
]

∂2δ−
∂t2

+ 2
ȧ

a

∂δ−
∂t

= 4πGρ̄

[
δ+ +

y2

4πGm+m−
(δ− − δ+)

]
,

∂2δbaryon

∂t2
+ 2

ȧ

a

∂δbaryon

∂t
= 4πGρ̄δ+.

The (−) dark matter settles where the mass density, ρ+, is least,
and pushes the remnant massive dark matter, but not loose baryons,
out of the protovoids.

This could be a Good Thing.



FIG. 2.ÈMap of ORS galaxies in a slice in redshift space. The normal to
the slice points in the direction of the Virgo Cluster, from the opposite side
of the Milky Way. Filled squares are elliptical galaxies, open squares are S0
galaxies, crosses are SaÈSc galaxies, plus signs are later spiral types, and
Ðlled circles are dwarfs and irregulars.

Mathis & White, MNRAS  337, 2002

The Void Phenomenon



Under close to adiabatic initial conditions charge neutrality elim-
inates the scalar force in linear perturbation theory, so this model
passes most of the cosmological tests as well as ΛCDM.

Neal Dalal is looking into numerical N-body simulations of the
nonlinear development of charge separation. I think it is clear that
we can choose parameters to get satisfactorily empty voids; the
big issue is whether there are unintended consequences – perhaps
earlier formation and greater masses of rich clusters — and if so
whether positive or negative.



Let us consider now another issue: the merging of galaxies at low
redshifts.

I will argue that the ΛCDM cosmology seems to predict unac-
ceptably pronounced merging of galaxies at redshifts z < 1, and
that this might be remedied by a scalar force in the dark sector,
with parameters that differ from — or maybe complement — the
parameters that could remedy the void problem.



A HIGH MERGER FRACTION IN THE RICH CLUSTER MS 1054!03 AT z " 0.83: DIRECT EVIDENCE
FOR HIERARCHICAL FORMATION OF MASSIVE GALAXIES1,2

Pieter G. van Dokkum,3,4 Marijn Franx,4 Daniel Fabricant,5 Daniel D. Kelson,6 and Garth D. Illingworth7
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Fig. 2.– Sp@ti@l distribution of conÆrmed cluster members in MS 1054!03.
Isodensity contours indic@te the distribution of red g@l@xies in the HST d@t@.
Note the Æl@ment@ry g@l@xy distribution. Mergers @re indic@ted by inÆnity
symbols. The mergers @re preferenti@lly found in the outskirts of the cluster,
indic@ting they prob@bly reside in cold inf@lling clumps.





Fig. 2.— Images of the mass distribution at z = 0, 1 and 3 in our 8 simulations of the
assembly of cluster mass halos. Each plot shows only those particles which lie within r200

of halo center at z = 0. Particles which lie within 10h−1 kpc of halo center at this time are
shown in black. Each image is 5h−1Mpc on a side in physical (not comoving) units.

Early Formation and Late Merging of the Giant Galaxies

Liang Gao1 Abraham Loeb2 P. J. E. Peebles3 Simon D. M. White1 and Adrian Jenkins4



Gao, Loeb, Peebles, White, Jenkins, astro-ph/0312499

Fig. 3.— The total mass within physical distance 10h−1 kpc of the center of the most massive
progenitor of the final halo at each time plotted and for each of our 8 simulations. Symbols

switch between filled and open each time the identity of the most massive progenitor changes.

Fig. 4.— History of addition of the matter now in the central parts of massive halos. The

black curves show the fraction of the particles at r < 10h−1 kpc at z = 0 which lie within
100h−1 kpc (physical) distance from the center of their main concentration at each earlier
redshift z.



These simulations seem to indicate that in the ΛCDM cosmology
on average about one third of the matter now within the half-light
radius of the central cD in a rich cluster was at z = 1 spread over
a few megaparsecs.

This pronounced late merging is in line with the large number of
binary galaxies in MS 1054,

but is it consistent with the apparently relaxed morphologies and
modest evolution of the giant cDs at z < 1, and with their old
stellar ages: how could the cDs know to accrete only early-type
objects?



Fig. 5.— The fundamental plane of clusters MS2053–04 (z=0.583) and MS1054–03 (z=0.83). The Coma FP is drawn for reference.
Typical error bars are plotted in the upper left corner. Cluster galaxies in the higher redshift clusters follow the FP scaling relation, but
with an offset with respect to Coma. Galaxies with early-type morphologies show a larger scatter than in the local universe.

Fig. 7.— Evolution of the M/L ratio with redshift. The cross symbols are results from the literature, namely Coma at z = 0.023 (JFK96),
CL1358+62 at z = 0.33 (K2000), CL0024+16 at z = 0.39 (van Dokkum & Franx 1996), MS 2053–04 at z = 0.583 (K97), MS 1054–03 at
z = 0.83 (vD98) and J0848+4453 at z = 1.27 (van Dokkum & Stanford 2003). Boxes denote the shift in M/L ratio based on our larger
samples for MS2053–04 and MS 1054–03. Single burst models for zform = 2 and ∞, assuming a Salpeter IMF (x = 2.35) and a range
of metallicities, are drawn with solid and dotted curves resp. Panel (a) is based on all early-type galaxies, panel (b) shows results for
the subsample of massive early-type galaxies (M > 1011M! for clusters up to z = 0.583 and M > 1011.5M! for the two higher redshift
clusters).

THE DETAILED FUNDAMENTAL PLANE OF TWO HIGH REDSHIFT CLUSTERS: MS 2053–04 AT Z=0.58
AND MS 1054–03 AT Z=0.83

Stijn Wuyts1, Pieter G. van Dokkum2, Daniel D. Kelson3, Marijn Franx1, and Garth D. Illingworth4

astro-ph/0312236

The evolution of the fundamen-
tal planes for these two clusters is
consistent with pure passive evo-
lution from star formation at zf ∼
2 to 3.

If these galaxies had enjoyed sig-
nificant growth by merging at z ∼
1 it had to have been merging se-
lectively with stellar systems that
were already old,

and merging must not have sub-
stantially affected the central dark
matter mass fraction,

unless the two fortuitously can-
cel.



BM = I          I-II             II           II - III            III

Bautz-Morgan type I has a central cD



DYNAMICALLY CLOSE GALAXY PAIRS AND MERGER RATE EVOLUTION IN THE
CNOC2 REDSHIFT SURVEY

D. R. PATTON,1,2,3,4 C. J. PRITCHET,2,4 R. G. CARLBERG,3,4 R. O. MARZKE,4,5,6 H. K. C. YEE,3,4 P. B. HALL,3,4,7
H. LIN,3,4,6,8 S. L. MORRIS,9,10,11 M. SAWICKI,3,4,10,12 C. W. SHEPHERD,3 AND G. D. WIRTH4,11

Received 2001 July 23 ; accepted 2001 September 25

kpc and comparing with the low-redshift SSRS2 pair sample, we infer evolution in the galaxy merger
and accretion rates of (1 ] z)2.3B0.7 and (1 ] z)2.3B0.9, respectively. These are the Ðrst such estimates to
be made using only conÐrmed dynamical pairs. When combined with several additional assumptions,
this implies that approximately 15% of present epoch galaxies with have undergone a[21 ¹ M

B
¹ [18

major merger since z \ 1.

Mergers certainly happen. 
but what is the rate? 



Maller, et al. astro-ph/0304005 analysis of SDSS

↑ 50h−1 kpc

Weinberg et al. 2004  

Estimates of the galaxy merger rate from the abundance of close pairs
of galaxies assume bound systems of galaxies at separations <∼ 100 Mpc
merge in a Hubble time.

This is sound if the dark matter is well approximated as a gas of parti-
cles that interact only with gravity, and the indicated merger rate seems
reasonable or even modest compared to what one sees in the simulations.

But it would imply that the power law form of the galaxy two-point
correlation function is a cruelly misleading accident.



Groth &
Peebles
1977;
various
catalogs

Weinberg et al. 2004  

Maller et al.
astro-ph/0304005

Turner & 
Gott 1979

↑ 50h−1 kpc



Merging and a Scalar Force in the Dark Sector

If n̄+ = n̄−, y+ = y− = y and m+ ! m− = m the force law is

F++ = F−− =
Gm2

r2
(1+β), F+− =

Gm2

r2
(1−β), β =

y2

4πGm2
.

If β = 1 then in a binary with massive halos of opposite charge
the dark matter particles in one halo see only the baryons in the
other, and the relative acceleration of the two galaxies is

g ∼ GMstars

r2
,

down from the standard cosmology by Mstars/Mhalo.

This could be a Good Thing.



If β >∼ 1 and initial conditions are close to adiabatic then I expect

1. massive halos have single scalar charges;

2. more rapid nonlinear development of charged halos produces more
tightly bound halos at higher redshift; and

3. the relative acceleration of oppositely charged halos is reduced or
reversed.

To be studied in N-body simulations is whether, relative to the
ΛCDM model,

a. cDs exhibit more tranquil evolution at low redshift;

b. dumbell galaxies — with opposite charges —are more common;

c. the structures of cluster-scale halos are any better approximations
to the structures of clusters of galaxies;

d. the mass autocorrelation function is more like the galaxy function.


